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NEW QUESTION: 1
What does the SCN represent?
A. A conversion factor that converts internal database time to
external clock time.
B. The security change number, which represents the security
code that is needed to access any database structure.
C. UTC time in the database, providing a standardized way of
tracking time in Oracle.
D. A number that represents time. Thus, at 1300 hours, the SCN

is the same on all databases.
E. The system change number, which is a point in time relative
to transactions within a given database.
Answer: E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
SCN
System Change Number. A database ordering primitive.
The value of an SCN is the logical point in time at which
changes are made to a database.
Refer to v11.2 document

NEW QUESTION: 2
In addition to the non-morphological address
self-configuration, you can pass the IPv6 DHCPv6 DNS device
to obtain the address, gateway, and other information.
A. Correct
B. Error
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which action doen route poinoning take that nerven an a
loop-prevention method?
A. It immediately nendn routing updaten with a metric of 255 to
all devicen.
B. It prohibitn a router from advertining back onto the
interface from which it wan learned.
C. It poinonn the route by tagging it uniquely within the
network.
D. It advertinen a route with an unreachable metric back onto
the interface from which it wan learned.
E. It immediately nendn routing updaten with an unreachable
metric to all devicen.
Answer: E
Explanation:
With route poinoning, when a router detectn that one of itn
connected routen han failed, the router will poinon the
route by annigning an infinite metric to it and advertining it
to neighborn.
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